Catalyst Bootcamp 2019
Evaluation

Why we exist:
The world is facing a
climate emergency; urgent
and unprecedented
changes are needed;
Catalyse Change
empowers young women
to be part of the solution

Who we are:
Catalyse Change is a Bristolbased social enterprise working to
inspire, empower and skill girls
and young women for healthy,
happy, green careers,
communities & planet.
What we do:
We work with girls and young
women helping them to develop
the skills, confidence and
connections they need to
actively pursue futures as
sustainability leaders and
changemakers.

For three days in July 2019, girls and young
women (GYW) gathered in Bristol for the
Catalyst Bootcamp, to learn, connect and
be inspired:
• 27 young women;
• 25 mentors;
• 15 inspirational speakers;
• 1/3 participants supported by bursaries;
• 30 per cent participants from black and
minority ethnic communities.

Objective 1: GYW increase skills
and knowledge around social
and environmental sustainability

Workshops on
sustainability
concepts, and the
variety of options for
“futures” are explored
using the UN
Sustainable
Development Goals.

Sessions on resilience
and wellbeing are
undertaken in nature
to provide GYW with
the tools to manage
anxiety and stress.

Guest speakers
provide
inspiration, talking
about their career
pathways and
illustrating the
different options
available.

I am aware of the potential careers available to
me in the field of sustainability
Before
After

I have tools to manage my happiness and wellbeing
Before
After

“The programme is very empowering,
developing your confidence and
improving most aspects of your life”
- Bootcamp Participant

Objective 2: GYW better
understand their strengths, so they
can identify goals related to social
and environmental sustainability

The Ikigai tool is
used to explore
strengths and
preferences in
order to find your
purpose.

Working through
tools for goal setting,
the GYW are able to
identify a goal to
work towards.

Girls are matched
with mentors who will
work with them after
the Bootcamp to
help them achieve
their goal.

I know how to see my behaviour and preferences as
strengths
Before
After
I am able to use my strengths and interests to help
inform my education and career path
Before
After

“If you are a little lost, it’s a
great way to clarify what you
want and who you are”
- Bootcamp Participant

Objective 3: GYW have
opportunities to network and
organize to enhance active
engagement with sustainability

Participants meet and
connect with likeminded
young women, and join a
network of peers who provide
support to each other after
the Bootcamp has finished.

GYW have the opportunity to
connect with a network of
women working in
sustainability and to make
useful professional contacts.

I know how to find and connect with likeminded
people
Before
After

“The Bootcamp was a fantastic opportunity to
meet a network of young, likeminded women –
and a great chance to build contacts for the
future” - Bootcamp Participant

Sustainability challenge

In groups, the GYW were challenged by the professions to
devise a zero carbon initiative in one of seven sectors:
transport; energy; water; waste; fashion; the built
environment and food. The GYW presented their initiatives
to the Bootcamp’s sponsors.

“Catalyse Change is a really good opportunity
to meet other young women, learn from people
in the sector and develop your confidence to
make change” - Bootcamp Participant

The projects resulting from
sustainability challenge included:
#ProvidingPeoplePower
• An initiative to produce locally
generated clean energy;
• Developed and overseen by a
community energy board that are
also the consumers of the energy;
• Normalising clean energy and
energy generation.
#Skills4Future
• Re-branding sewing and mending
as a life skill not a domestic duty
by incorporate sewing, mending
and upcycling clothes in schools.
#SmallFoot
• Introduce a carbon rating for food –
based on a traffic light system (green
is low carbon/red is high);
• High carbon products attract a
higher tax;
• The tax is used to fund low income
houses accessing high quality, locally
produced (low carbon) food.

Lessons learned and next steps
Our next focus is implementing the
six-month mentoring programme
for the Bootcamp participants,
and rolling out a mentoring
programme for GYW in South
Bristol.
We are also finalising a plan to
grow our national programme
over the next couple of years,
specifically to:
•Develop an online programme,
supported by regular face to face
meetups;

•Roll out the Bootcamp to three
further regions;
•Develop training
materials/training of trainer
curricula in relation to our
programming on the SDGs,
sustainability, green futures,
wellbeing and building resilience;
•Continue to improve on our
diversity success in relation to the
diversity of the GYW and partners.

“The Bootcamp is an exciting and holistic
experience; you are surrounded by strong
and passionate young women and have
loads of fun!” – Bootcamp Participant
“The Bootcamp changes you
forever - in a good way!”– Bootcamp Participant

Thank you to all our sponsors!

